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The more you know Hill
In the future common knowledge will be easily and widely
accessible thanks to the internet and the tendency to
sharing that our society is developing. We must consider
though the recent events in the US politics, facts that could
easily spread around the world. Net neutrality is threatened
by private companies leading the wide web knowledge to
be filtered by layers and categories.
This is why the More you know Hill will be a fresh heaven
to all who seek true information and facts. The peer will
be shaped by the grid of the city and its ground will morph
and be lifted, leaving underneath spaces where culture and
knowledge play in a forest of pillars. They will jump around
from one platform to the other, running up and down along
the bridges.
The visitors will be welcomed by a space still growing and
being shaped by the ground above. Amidst a field of slim
pillars platforms will be visible, each containing a different
world but all connected and communicating. Each person
will be able to reach a platform (no matter how high it is)
and there find a space which they can call home, where
they can research their matter of interest in all privacy and
at no cost. It will then be possible to share what was found
out with all those who have the same interest. Thre will be
meetings and talks on other platforms thus improving the
network and sharing knowledge.
Outside, the terraces will be home to the flora and fauna of
the bay, they will rise towards the city and face the bay in
the meantime. During the day people will walk over to the
shore to relax next to the waves crushing, some other will
climb to the top of the hill, sit under an apple tree and enjoy
the sight of the bay during sunset. The Hill will be a space
where nature grows freely and one can improve its own
physical and psychological condition. The space here is seen
as an opportunity to render nature as part of our culture, to
bring a piece of bay in the City.

